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Geoff Watts : Now to physics, and to an 80m deep hole in the ground. It's been dug at CERN (see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/zoo.html) ,the European particle physics lab near Geneva,and it's in preparation for the building of a new particle accelerator,due to open in 2006. Called the Large Hadron Collider,or LHC,physicists hope that using it to smash known sub-atomic into one another,will guide them towards one particular fundamental particle,that has yet to be discovered.
The new accelerator will exploit the 27km long tunnel straddling the Franco-Swiss border that's been used for the past 11 years by another machine,the Large Electron Positron Collider,or LEP.
CERN has recently admitted that the new collider LHC,is running significantly over budget,of which more shortly.Gareth Mitchell has just come back from CERN,with this report on the upgrade of LEP to LHC.

Gareth Mitchell : The idea of going from LEP to LHC,is to soup the atom smasher up so that collisions between particles such as protons happen at higher energies previously achieved in a laboratory.
Doing this will require giant magnets,but powering conventional magnets for the task would need two nuclear power stations worth of electricity. Cutting consumption down to a more realistic level means making the magnets highly efficient by cooling them down to near absolute zero.In pursuit of the supercooled superconducting magnets,I set off across the sprawling CERN site to track down physicist Lucio Rossi in his workshop.

Lucio Rossi : We are going roughly speaking 2 degrees only above the absolute temperature. At least 271 degrees less than 0 Celsius,so it's really at the freezing point,so it's very very low.

Gareth Mitchell : In front of us really,are temperatures almost as low as anything in the universe?

Lucio Rossi :  Exactly,I mean these temperatures is colder than the relic temperature of the big bang [Background radiation - measured by COBE - shows this temperature which is EVIDENCE that the big bang happened - see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/big-bang.html   -LB] So we are colder than the coldest temperatures of the universe.

Gareth Mitchell : Now Lucio Rossi's superconducting magnet will be propelling the protons to the enormous speeds and energies they need to collide. When the protons collide with other protons that releases loads and loads of other particles,and those particles need to be captured an detected and that means building an enormous detector Yes,it is indeed a story of superlatives. Now,one of the physicists here is Mike Lamont. Mike the detector that you are building for this is a really enormous piece of equipment then?

[Mike's showing him his enormous piece of equipment - perhaps it isn't cars that are phallic symbols -LB]

Mike Lamont : Er,it's absolutely enormous - as you can see we're standing inside the cavern inside which this experiment's going to fit eventually.

[So Mike is fitting his "enormous piece of equipment" into a large cavern - sounds almost Freudian -LB]

And it's going to be as big as a five story block of flats. [Now he's just boasting - LB]
And in the centre of that we aim to kind of steer these two counter rotating proton beams together at high energy.

Gareth Mitchell : So what characteristics are you looking for in the particles that are dispersed? You know,how are you going to identify them?

Mike Lamont : What we want to do is to like photograph all these individual particles as they fly off, and with the magnetic field,detect what their charge,what their momentum is,and so on and so forth,and build up a complete picture of what happened in an individual collision.

Gareth Mitchell :  The massive detector,one of two general purpose ones under construction is called ATLAS,the Atlas team has high hopes [So do Pink Floyd -LB] that it will detect a particle called the Higgs Boson. Finding Higgs,is the Holy Grail of particle physics,because if it can be proven to exist,it will provide the missing link in a crucial theory about the masses of particles.

Mike Lamont :  Higgs is a very special type of particle,the theory is quite well understood,we like to think,and the signature of a Higgs being created and then decaying into a variety of particles,leaves a particular signature which we hope to be able sift out of all the events that we see within these big detectors.

Gareth Mitchell :  Now I've emerged back from underground and made it over to the other side of the CERN project,we have this big 27km long tunnel that runs underneath the border between France and Switzerland. So I've come over to the diametrically opposite end to where I was before,to the location of what will be another detector in the new LHC,the detector is the so-called CMS,like the ATLAS detector we've just been looking at it is absolutely massive,and to find out more about it,I've tracked down Dave Barney who's one of the people involved. Dave how does CMS differ from ATLAS?

Dave Barney : Well,although our goal is essentially the same,which is to find the Higgs Boson an any new physics that maybe out there,we have chosen quite different approaches in our design,due to the fact that we use a completely different type of magnet system in our detector. The magnet is used to facilitate the measurement of momentum of charged particles and we've chosen to use a solenoid magnet. It's the largest solenoid ever made. It has a strength about 100,000 times that of the Earth's magnetic field. It's about 13 m long an 6 m in diameter and will operate at close to absolute zero temperature,we're actually going to operate at around liquid helium temperature.

Gareth Mitchell :  What,so like Lucio Rossi's magnets,you're having to really cool these down to get the superconductivity working?

Dave Barney :  Exactly,just like the LHC magnets that will operate at around 1.8 Kelvin we'll be the same. The difference is that we're actually a much larger magnet than is used in the LHC although it's much smaller in length if you like, and compared to 27km,we're just 13m.

Gareth Mitchell : The large solenoid magnet at the heart of the detector means that CMS will ultimately contain more iron than the Eiffel Tower. You get the impression that the people in the CMS team are locked in friendly rivalry with their colleagues on their sister detector ATLAS to be the ones to find Higgs first.
Given the unprecedented efforts to construct LHC,if CERN can claim the Higgs prize,it'll be happy whichever detector delivers it.

Geoff Watts :  Gareth Mitchell reporting from CERN.Roger these are really heroic on the scale these experiments aren't they? And the equipment is very costly already,and I gather there's been something of a cost overrun already on the new machines of about 20%,does that surprise you?

Roger Highfield : Not at all. I mean this is a billion pound five year project to build the planet's biggest scientific widget,and I think that if there' s a 10% underrun in terms of cost,that's when I'd sort of need heart massage and to pick myself up of the floor. I mean I think they've done pretty well actually,to keep it within these limits. Though,I must say,there are some estimates they might have gone 40% over budget,but even there,I think for a project of this size and complexity,it's not really all that surprising.

Geoff Watts :   I know the last time this programme reported on this never ending search for the Higgs Boson,it was when their last widget as you put it,was being closed down.
In all these experiments there's a kind of grandeur about what it is they are trying achieve isn't there?

Roger Highfield : That's right,these are the cathedrals of science,and for instance I was talking to Stephen Hawking the other day about the LHC,and he is very excited about the prospect of it going into operation,because theoretical physicists have got this bran new theory called M-theory [see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/dimens.html] which suggests that we live..not in a boring old 4 dimensional universe but in an 11 dimensional universe and there are ways in which the Large Hadron Collider can actually probe these extra dimensions,so this is one of the very rare examples,where we've got a theory which is testable by experiment. We've had lot's of sterile theories,where you've got no experimental way to check whether they're right or wrong,so I think there's a lot of excitement in that sense as well.

Geoff Watts :   11 dimensions,I fear Roger are too much for me (Roger laughs)!
So we must get back to something more Earthy - time for some weather information.
(see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/forecast.html)

"And now the forecast where you are. Both sides of Acacia road will have sunny spells this afternoon with temperatures peaking at around 35 degrees Celsius. Things will be a little gloomier toward the lower end of the road,particularly for numbers 17-33 where there's a risk of isolated rain showers,but the outlook for everyone is encouraging,especially for houses close to the railway embankment,where winds will be significantly lighter than those expected in the vicinity of the corner shop."

Well, a personal weather forecast of that kind sounds a bit fanciful,but it could be on the cards according to Roland Stahl,Professor of Atmospheric Sciences at UBC,the University of British Columbia,and this isn't the only development in the weather business. Ever since science began tackling the theory of Chaotic events (see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/beffect.html),there's been a growing interest in what's called ensemble forecasting. Any reliable forecast relies on having an accurate knowledge of present conditions,but as Professor Stahl explained when I met him recently in his office on the UBC campus in Vancouver,the data never are complete.

Roland Stahl : The problem is we don't have weather stations to measure every molecule of air in the atmosphere.

Geoff Watts : You'd need a lot of weather stations?

Roland Stahl :  You certainly do! So instead,obviously government budget constraints limit the number of weather stations [Maybe they could cut CERN and you'd have as many as you need -LB] and there's more on the surface and not so many higher up,and you know satellites try to fill in but they don't completely do the job - so we have pieces of information here or there with gaps in between.

Geoff Watts :  You're starting off with very incomplete data to begin with?

Roland Stahl :  You're exactly right. If you would anticipate the weather to evolve towards one direction,like a sunny day tomorrow,but yet if someone slams their car door and it creates a little swirl of turbulence or if they sneeze or if a butterfly flaps its wings,a small as that is that could trigger a larger circulation that drives a storm that moves the rain somewhere else and so instead of sun we get rain the next day.

[That's not strictly accurate - see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/friction.html -LB]

Geoff Watts : So instead of as you say making a single forecast,you set a sort of variety of initial conditions and make a whole lot of forecasts?

Roland Stahl :  You're exactly right. Because we don't know every car door slam and every sneeze,we guess get the variety of initial weather that could have happened,in real life,and  start a forecast from each of these different starting points.

[This "guessing" is also used in some other mathematical techniques and it leads sceptics and naysayers to suggest that the work is not accurate and that scientists guess as much as if not more than mystics and there guesswork about the universe - this is not so - in lieu of totally accurate data  - which is in principle unobtainable - the initial conditions are chosen with a percent error either side to account for the inaccuracy - a sort of "covering all bases" approach which is MORE accurate than having a single forecast based on one measurement as Roland explains this gives a better and more dependable forecast by building in the lack of knowledge about the actual weather into the model -LB]

Geoff Watts : And then you average them out at the end,and the overall forecast that you get is the best one?

Roland Stahl : It's surprising,but it's true.

Geoff Watts :  It's amazing!

Roland Stahl :  Not every day it's the best,but more often the average of all these forecasts is better than if we had just run one computer forecast and hoped for the best.

Geoff Watts : The other area that you have a particular interest in is in very localised weather forecasting,and by localised we mean very,very localised here.
Let's see what level you can take this to.On the screen of the computer in front of us here we've got the weather for British Columbia,this is a prediction for how far ahead?

Roland Stahl : This is a forecast, a one day forecast starting from the observations made at 5pm yesterday.Right now,we're forecasting with a grid spacing of  about 3km,so in other words we're making a different forecast for each point 3km from it's neighbour. We hope next month to be able to get down to 2km grid spacing,over all of British Columbia.

Geoff Watts :  Now this is doing it on a grid of 2km you said...

Roland Stahl : Over all of British Columbia,yes.

Geoff Watts : ...are you aiming to go finer than that,and produce even more localised forecasts?

Roland Stahl : Yes we are and it's scary! We hope to use the 2km forecast to drive even finer scale forecasts,but only over a smaller domain,because the computer power isn't there to handle large domains. One of the uses is to forecast forest fire windstorms,the so-called firestorms. Forests are a very important resource for British Columbia,the province spends many dollars in putting out forest fires,and many lives are at risk, in fighting those fires and so we're trying to understand how the fires spread and advance up some steep hills.

Geoff Watts :  Obviously one can see that that's a rather pressing and specialised need,but would you envisage a time when say someone living in a city was wanting a barbecue,and they were wondering really if they lived in the south,as opposed to the north of the city whether they'd be better off having the barbecue in the one place or the other?
Could  it reach that level of detail?

Roland Stahl : That level of detail is there already.The big problem is how to get that wealth of information to the people,and I think as we see the cellphone,the computers,the internet, the telephone technology evolve together into one unified data communications method,it'll be very easy for anybody,anywhere,even from their cellphone,to just dial in and say "Give me a weather forecast",and a tailored weather forecast will come back to that cellphone or to that person's home,tailored to that person for that day.

Geoff Watts : Roland Stahl on the new dimension of weather forecasting. Roger can we go back to that question of ensemble methods of forecasting described at the beginning of that item. It seems extraordinary to me that works,and I gather it's not only for current forecasting of the weather,but on a much larger scale as well?

Roger Highfield : Yeah,that's right Monte Carlo Simulations are one brand of ensemble forecasts and they're actually being used to investigate features of the 21st century climate,and you know,you're looking for features that are similar in many forecasts and therefore likely to happen from features that are less likely to happen or that are rather unpredictable,and interestingly actually you're listeners can even have a go at taking part in this. There's an effort by a team at the Rutherford lab in Oxford and the Met office to allow people to download this software if they just go to www.climateprediction.com,so you can actually help predict the fate of the planet if you like.

Geoff Watts :  Wonderful,so everyone can have a hand in it,that's a really nice idea - Roger thanks,Roger Highfield of the Telegraph. Next time the life and habits of the North American marbled murralet and why lumberjacks in particular should be aware of them.

